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Rehabilitation in Multiple Sclerosis (RIMS) Psychology and Neuropsychology Clinical Care Committee. (March 2003) MS Essentials 02. MS, Memory and Thinking. Published by The MS Society, 372 Edgware Rd, London NW2 6ND 020 8438 0808 www.mssociety.org.uk

Segal, J.C. (2001) **Working as a counsellor in an NHS multidisciplinary team.**

Glickman, S and Segal J.C. (1999) **Consequences of the Neuropathic Bladder and Bowel for Patients.** In: *Neurology of Bladder, Bowel and Sexual Dysfunction*, ed. Clare J. Fowler, Butterworth Heinemann, Boston

Paper written for the 80th birthday of Hanna Segal.

Julia Segal and John Simkins. **Helping children with ill or disabled parents; A guide for professionals.** Jessica Kingsley, London, September 1996 pb £15.95 post@jkp.com

Segal JC 1996. **Training Professionals and Staff to work with people with multiple sclerosis. in Neuropsychology and Psychology;** Report of a workshop in Stockholm, May 1995 under the auspices of Multiple Sclerosis and Rehabilitation, Care and Health Services in Europe, (MARCH) Rehabilitation in Multiple Sclerosis (RIMS).

Segal JC 1996 **Whose Disability? Counter-Transference in work with people with disabilities in** *Psychodynamic Counselling* 2.2 May pp 155-166


Segal, Julia 1992. **Living with Disabled Parents or Siblings: Parents with Multiple Sclerosis.** in *Young Children Under Stress. Starting Points 13 Practical Guides for Early Years Workers*. Ed Penelope Leach. Voluntary Organisations Liaison Council for Under Fives. 77 Holloway Rd. London N7 8JZ


Segal, J.C. 1990/91 **Multiple Sclerosis in the Workplace.** *Employee Counselling Today*, Vol 2 Issue 4; pp 24-30

Segal, J.C. **Counselling.** Chapter 7 in *Multiple Sclerosis Approaches to Management. ed. Lorraine De Souza. Chapman and Hall 1990*


Segal, Julia : 1986; Emotional Reactions to MS. Available from The Multiple Sclerosis Resource Centre, (MSRC) 4a Chapel Hill, Stansted, Essex, CM24 8AG 01206 505444

UNPUBLISHED PAPERS AVAILABLE

Handout for Medical Students Autumn 2005 Handout to accompany a training session on working as a doctor with people with MS, drawing on the point of view of patients, carers and family members as understood by a counsellor.

Intimacy and Social Support. Paper/power point presentation given at MS Nurse Workshop (Serono) Vienna, Austria, 5th October 2004

Depression, Mourning and MS. Short handout for workshop, 'Coping with Depression' MS Professional Network - UK conference Extending our Reach, Stirling Management Centre, 24th September 2004

Royal Society of Medicine Symposium: Unhappy Families: Roots, Understanding and Possible Solutions. Tuesday 8 June 2004, Breakout session: Physical illness of the parent. List of references also available.

Supporting Children of Parents with MS. Unpublished paper given at RIMS (Rehabilitation in Multiple Sclerosis) Conference, Bad Windsheim, Germany; May 1997. A paper describing ways in which nurses and other rehabilitation professionals may make things worse or better for children.

Mourning and MS
Paper for RIMS Venice 00.
Do I care? Sexual relations in advanced MS. Paper given at RIMS bowels and bladder and sexuality Clinical Care Committee (SUBDIMS) March 17th 2001

Draft paper on cognitive dysfunction and its effect on the family. Cogdysf.doc

Sexuality in MS; paper given at SUBDIMS March 2002

Projective Identification; lecture given 29.4.02

POSTERS

Mourning and MS. Poster for RIMS (Rehabilitation in MS - Europe) Conference Venice, 2000
Can be emailed

Living with MS Cognitive Problems Poster for RIMS/CMSC (Rehabilitation in MS – Europe/Confederation of MS Centers - USA) Conference, Chicago 2002
Can be emailed
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